Even better than the real thing
Choose Urban Turf Solutions for your home and relish year-round beauty plus save time and money
Enjoy the look and lushness of real grass, without all the hassle...

Relax. We offer you the complete tailored solution from supply to installation.

Here’s why you should choose Urban Turf Solutions
- Synthetic grass is our speciality so you’ll benefit from our expertise
- Our ongoing research investment means you get the latest in design and technology
- We bring you the best products made from quality materials
- Our solutions are personalised and tailored to individual settings
- We’re flexible and can help whether you just need the product or the total service including installation
- We are proudly New Zealand owned and operated

The advantages of our synthetic surfaces
- The most lifelike surfaces available
- Suitable for all sorts of bases whether concrete, wood, or earth
- Perfect for our Kiwi climate of strong sun and high rainfall
- Drains and wears better than natural grass
- Low maintenance - no mowing, no watering, no fertilisers
- Reduces allergy triggers
- Pet and child friendly
- Reduces infesting insects like ants and lawn beetles
- Looks and feels great all year - less weeds, no muddy or dry patches
- Easy to clean, and eliminates dirt and grass clippings in the pool and house
- UV stabilised to minimise fading
- Manufactured from the highest quality yarn in the world
- Protected by a 7 year warranty
New Zealand’s finest natural looking artificial grass belongs at your place.

Lush lawns are a pleasure but other priorities prevent us from the effort needed to achieve and maintain them. Even when there’s the chance to tend the lawn, the weather is uncooperative and the problems of pests, disease, poor drainage, weeds and bald patches pile up. Avoid the hassle and save your time and money for the better things in life. With Urban Turf Solutions, you’ll enjoy a low maintenance, durable, relaxing lawn for friends and family to enjoy throughout the seasons, year after year.

With our expertise and extensive range of quality innovative products, we have the individual solution to suit you.

Patos • Balconies • Landscaping • Putting surfaces • Tennis courts • Play Areas and Multi Sport Courts • Back Yards and Lawns

Urban Turf Solutions have over forty varieties of high quality synthetic surfaces that are designed by a team of industry experts. Our state of the art machinery delivers synthetic turf suitable for all applications, whether it be for residential landscaping or for multisport uses.
Urban Turf Solutions is New Zealand owned and operated

While some turf suppliers in New Zealand offer cheap imported surfaces, you can be assured with Urban Turf Solutions that you’ll receive a top class surface designed for your specific environment by our production team.

We offer the best quality products

Don’t get caught out with lower quality products which won’t last the distance. Cheap imported turf products can fade quickly and lose their bounce. At Urban Turf Solutions we control the whole production process, from initial concept to production, distribution and installation, ensuring the highest quality standards are maintained.

All of our products are manufactured using state of the art UV stabilised materials to protect against fading and deterioration in harsh climates. Our specialised yarn has been created with a soft yet robust fibre which feels great and looks naturally green all year round. Our surfaces also come with a comprehensive manufacturer’s warranty, giving you peace of mind.

The latest designs and technology

At Urban Turf Solutions, we pride ourselves on being the innovators when it comes to research, development and manufacture of synthetic grass surfaces. Our experienced team have worked with landscape artists and designers to create the most real to life artificial grass available. We source the best raw materials from around the world to create our turf, ensuring quality and durability once laid.

To explore our full range and product specifications, talk to your distributor or visit urbanturfsgolutions.co.nz
Act today and enjoy our personalised service

Our network of registered landscape artists across New Zealand are qualified to install and distribute the Urban Turf Solutions synthetic grass surfaces. They will work with you to identify your exact needs and to arrange supply and installation. At Urban Turf Solutions, we take pride in fulfilling our customers’ desires every step of the way - from designing artificial grass to suit individual needs, through to ensuring projects are completed without fuss.

Contact us now for a free measure and quote and see our extensive range at urbanturfsolutions.co.nz
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